




Income and Earnings Disclaimer

You and you alone, are solely responsible for any income you make or fail to make. This eBook

makes no promises of realized income. You recognize and agree that the author and publisher

have made no implications, warranties, promises, suggestions, projections, representations or

guarantees whatsoever to you about future prospects or earnings, or that you will earn any

money, with respect to your purchase and/or possession of this eBook, and that the author

and publisher have not authorized any such projections, promises or representations by

others. Any earnings or income statements, or any earnings or income examples, are only for

illustration and informational purposes; they are not estimates of what you could earn. There

is no assurance you will do as well as stated in any examples. If you rely upon any figures

provided herein, you must accept the entire risk of not doing as well as the information

provided. There is no assurance that any prior successes or past results as to earnings or

income will apply in your situation, nor can any prior successes be used, as an indication of 

your future success or results from any of the information, content, or strategies contained

herein this eBook. Any and all claims or representations as to income or earnings are not to be

considered as “average earnings.” Affiliate Disclaimer Per the Federal Trade Commission’s

recent policy update that requests we be transparent 

about any and all affiliate relations we may have in this eBook, you, the visitor or customer,

should assume that any and all links in this eBook are affiliate links. If you utilize these links

and visit the resulting site, a cookie may be set in your web browser that will cause us to

receive compensation if you make a purchase.

Your Usage Rights

You do NOT have any resell / reprint / distribution rights to this guide.



Welcome! Any problems or questions about this

course email support here: work1hourhelp@gmail.com

A little about me, I'm Lyfe, I'm a full time traveler, surfer

and explorer. I am from USA, but I travel the world all year

long. You may be wondering about the marketing part,

that is my part-part-part-time work, as in 5 hours a week

part-time. And YES, I make enough from working 5 hours

per week online to be able to travel all year and do what I

want. 

The ONLY way I can do this is if the systems I have set up

are VERY passive. So that is what I bring to you today.

Dropshipping is THE best business to get going online right

now. I have a method that will make your dropshipping E-

commerce store autopilot. 

mailto:work1hourhelp@gmail.com


How auto? I am going to show you how the secret

dropshipper I am using creates hundreds of products for

me in minutes, when a sale comes in they automatically fill

it , create the product and ship it for me, I do nothing. 

So there is no: order comes in, go to the suppliers site,

copy and paste the customers info, submit payment etc,

everything of this entire process is automated. 

It can days weeks to fill your store with tons of products

and variations, I'm going to show you how you can get set

up in minutes and have it on auto.

Let's go!



Step 1: 

Get Shopify

Click get started.

You can start wi th the $29 a month vers ion,

(first month is free thru that link)

Get Shopify Here

We are going to be using Shopify, if you aren't on there

already it is a MUST have. This is the best platform on the

market. It has the best apps, customer service and is the

most user friendly E-commerce platform. You can be up

and running in minutes using this. You can set up

everything thru them including payment gateways.

http://1.shopifytrack.com/aff_c?offer_id=2&aff_id=12122


Step 2: 

Once you are signed up with Shopify, Login, then at the

very bottom on the left hand side you are going to click on

APPS.



Step 3: 

Next, click on “Visit Shopify App Store.”



Step 5: 

We are going to be using an App that is made just for

Shopify called Printify. These guys are amazing, what you

are going to be able to do is create hundreds or thousands

of products, all loaded into your store within minutes. All

with pricing, color variations, everything. Once an order

comes in, it will notify Printify automatically, they will get

the order, create your product and ship it for you, you do

NOTHING. It's an awesome App and dropshipper that I

have been using for a long time with zero complaints from

my customers.

Once in the App store, do a search for “Printify”, once the

results come up click on the Printify App. (notice the 5 star

reviews also)



Step 5: 

You will then land on the Printify App page, click “GET.”



Step 6: 

Next go back to your home page, then at the bottom again

click on “APPS”, then you will see your Printify App

available, click on that.



Step 7: 

What we want to do next is get ideas for the images for the

hundreds of thousands of products Printify will create for

you. You just need one design to start out with, from that

one design Printify will create hundreds of products from

this one design for you.

A great place to get ideas is Pinterest. Choose a market

that has a huge passion behind it. This can be anything

from hunting, cats, dogs, hamsters, gardening, volleyball,

basketball, checkers etc. There are thousands of areas to

choose from, easy to pick one, how about start with one

you love?



Myself, my favorite dog is a Siberian Husky. So what you

can do is go to Pinterest, then type in your keyword of

what you are looking for a design idea for here. 

You will then get a list of popular pictures. Once you get

one you like go to the next step.



Step 8: 

Fiverr.com We want someone to take our idea from the

picture and turn it into a unique design. NEVER just take

an image off of Pinterest or anywhere else unless you have

100% rights to use it. That is why we are going to get a

design created for us for around $5-10 and it will be unique

and ours to own and sell.

Our design is going to be used on T-shirts, Hoodies, Coffee

Mugs, Phone cases and more. Give the pic to the designer

in Fiverr and tell him you want something similar to your

pic, but NOT an exact copy, it must be unique.

You will notice in the search bar I just typed, “T-shirt

Design” and you will find TONS of designers. Make SURE

you only pick someone who has many good reviews on



them. You see the first one, this guy had over 1,000

reviews and only costs $5 for the design. Find one you like

and you can get your design within the same day with

some of them.



Step 9: 

Once you get the design back, on the home page of

Shopify, click on Apps again, then Click on Printify.

Here you are going to select the products you want to sell

in your store that they will create for you. They create tons

of pages in your store so you don't have to go do them one

by one.

You can select just T-Shirts, or all of their products on the

left if you want to. Once you click on each one, like T-

shirts, you can then go in and select the style for each one

you want to sell. Do this for all of them that you are

selling, mugs, phone cases etc. Once done you can save

this option so you won't have to go in each time to do it

then next design that you do.



Step 10: 

After you have selected all your products, you will see

them populate at the bottom.

Then click, “Add Selected.”



Step 11: 

1.Next you're going to upload the design that you got from

Fiverr. 

2.You will see the products you selected on the left

populated with your design.



3.Click edit details next.

++You can change the size of your design by clicking on

“Design” if it's not fitting the way you want it to++

Step 12: 

Next you are going to Add a Title, Description and Tags to

them.



Step 13: 

Scroll down some and you will see the pricing options. 

1.Cost is how much the product is going to cost you.



2.Retail Price will be how much you will sell it for.

3.Profit is how much you will make on each product.

4.Profit margin is the percentage of profit you make per

product.

They have all of these preset already, you don't have to

touch them if you don't want to. Most of them are set at a

good margin already, you can always up it 5% or so if you

feel it warrants it.

      5. Click Save

Step 14: 

Next click on “Sell on Shopify.”



Step 15: 



Time to create a collection, what this is going to do is

create a collection page on your store. This will be a page

that has all the products on one page. It will also create

individual pages for each product also.

Add the Collection title and description. 

Click “Create Collection.”

Step 16: 



Once it's done go to the home page in Shopify then click

on “Products.”

Step 17: 



Next click on “Collections.” You will then see your collection

in their, click on that.

Step 18: 



Once inside click on “View.”

Step 19: 



This will take you to the Collection page. You can send

traffic direct to this page, once they land here they will see

all the different products you have to offer for your design.

From here they can then click on the product, then see all

of the variations and colors for that one. You can also drive

traffic straight to the actual product page, both have

worked very well for me.

Step 20: 



If you click on one of the products, you can see that

everything is already populated for us by Printify, from the

pricing, Color options and sizes. There will also be all of the

colors you selected to sell below in thumbnails also. 

Step 21: 



Finished! You know how the EXACT system I have set up

in my store that handles my dropshipping on auto. You'll

be notified when an order comes in, but there is NO

fulfilling you have to do, you do not have to touch

anything. Have your Paypal or credit on file in your profile,

Printify will take out their charge for the actual product and

you keep the rest automatically. They will then build,

create and ship the product directly to your customer for

you. You do not have to copy and paste their info, click

anything or do anything. 

Just send traffic to your store and Printify does everything

else for you.



Do you want to learn how to drive traffic to your

Shopify store and get 500-1000% ROI like I do?

I developed a new method that NO ONE else is teaching to

get clicks from Facebook for .01 each, and yes that is USA

traffic. You know how to dropship on auto, now you just

need converting traffic to your store.

Click Here to get it

S

http://work1hour.com/Dropshipping-cheat-code-ecombluebox-upgrade


So in review, go to Pinterest for ideas, go to Fiverr to get

the design made, upload your image to Printify, set the

pricing and descriptions, when order comes in, everything

is automated from that point on. Now all you need is traffic

to your store. 

Not only does this make your filling on auto, but let's say

you got just one shirt designed which is good, but now

when people buy the shirt, they might also buy the

matching phone cover, laptop case and more with it. Buy

have more options your average order will increase

massively, for me once I started having more products in

my store my average order increased by over 300%!

This is an awesome method and I've made TONS of sales

from using Printify as my creator and dropshipper.

Any problems or questions about this course email support here:

work1hourhelp@gmail.com

Seeeee ya! Lyfe
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